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APOLLO HOSPITALS BECAME SHARE HOLDER OF "IMPERIAL CANCER HOSPITAL” BY SUBSCRIBER CUM 

SHARE HOLDER AGREEMENT IT IS NOT THE ALIENATION OR SALE OR LEASE    
THE “PRINCIPAL SECRETARY REVENUE DEPARTMENT” & DC ORDER IN RESPECT OF IMPERIAL CANCER HOSPITAL IS “ILLEGAL” “REVOKE IT”  

 

           
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : Apollo hospitals became share holder of "Imperial cancer hospital” by subscriber cum share holder agreement it is not the alienation or sale or lease 

.Question of violation of land grant rules does not arise . The Bengalruru Urban DC letter No LND (S) CR/201/07-08 dated 14-01-2016 DC expresses its inability to revoke its order as it says that its order was based 

on Government order No 443 LGB 2011 dated 16-03-2015.So now we request Principal Secretary Revenue Department Government of Karnataka to revoke Government order No 443 LGB 2011 dated 16-03-2015 as 

Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ became absolute owner of the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06 as per the DC grant order in 1991 clause (iv ) of grant order.  The clause (iv ) of the DC 

allotment letter clearly specifies  “  that the land so granted shall not be alienated or disposed or divert the land use for any other purpose for a period of 15 (fifteen) years  as per rules. Wherefore "Imperial Cancer 

Hospital and Research Centre’’ became absolute owner of the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06.It has liberty too change the name or change the land use or change the ownership also and bring in”  

Appollo “ as partner with subscription agreement for share holding is not violation of grant conditions.  

So now request is made to Principal Secretary Revenue Department Government of Karnataka to revoke Government order No 443 LGB 2011 dated 16-03-2015  and DC order in LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-

2015  in respect of survey number 154/11 which was allotted to Dr Nisar Syed  "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ in the year 1991 and DC issued notice in 2009  and you cancelled in 2015 after lapse 

of  24 years in violations of land grant rules as Apollo Hospital  has became share holder of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’ by subscriber cum share holder agreement  and it is by any stretch of 

imagination is not the alienation or sale or transfer of ownership  and it is not violation of land grant rules. and even otherwise if so the transfer being much beyond the period of 15 years from the date of the 

possession of the grantee in the land, the condition would not operate; that if there is no violation of any terms of the grant by effecting the transfer, the provisions of the Act are not attracted and therefore also the 

orders are not sustainable.The DC and Principal Secretary Revenue Department cancelling the land after 24 years of allotment (allotment was made in 1991) for change of land use and reported alienation by grantee 

by letter number  LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 based on  false and outrageous and defamatory report "GoKVBalaTaskForceReport" FROM POINT 24 TO 30 in chapter 3 pages 15 to 18 is illegal 

unethical and violation of Human rights in respect of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’.  

In an interesting development KPLC has issued direction to DC to act as per rules and as per law and dispose of my application seeking to revoke DC order  LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 canceling the 

grant as cancelling the grant after 24 years of allotment is illegal unethical and violation of Human rights in respect of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’. Hope that DC will revoke the order and keep 

the order of grant made in 1991 intact .Let the KPLC and DC and state government and others stop dirty politics with Appollo hospitals which are life lines of the citizens of India  and they are serving the 

nation..Apollo Hospitals Bangaluru is a unit of Imperial Cancer Hospital Research Centre Limited and this is listed in Government of Karnataka website at http://blood.kar.nic.in/Blooddetails.aspx?Avil=RAneg.The 

KPCL report is based on wrong premise and incorrect assumption and presumptions and it is contradicting land grant rules. Question of land grabbing does not arise as "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research 

Centre’’ it purchased the land in question by paying upset price of land from Government so granted or land value then prevailing in 1991 by paying the land value of the property then in 1991 after the grant order 

by DC and it was not given free or at subsidized price .The land grant was made by Government and DC order under land grant rules prevailing then and Government and DC order are title documents of the 

property in question and they are exempted from registration  and paying any stamp duty on it .  

Bengaluru DC is under cloud as DC himself has violated land grant rules in cancelling the valid grant. Clause iv of the grant permits after 15 years anybody can alienate or dispose or divert the land use for any other 

purpose for after a period of 15 (fifteen) years  as per rules. Land was granted in 1991 and Imperial Cancer Hospital Research Centre Limited legally permitted to alienate or dispose or divert the land use for any 

other purpose after a period of 15 (fifteen) years as per rules in 2005 -06 and DC cannot question this after this date . In so far as the Government grant order issued in 1991 under the grant rules is concerned, there 

was a prohibition on alienation for a period of 15 years irrespective of the question whether the grant was made at an upset price or free of cost. The construction that is to be placed on the wordings embodied in the 

Rules is that the prohibition on alienation commences from the date of the grant and extends to a period of 15 years thereafter only. Admittedly in all these cases the grant of lands took place after 1991  and, at that 

time which is relevant, in my opinion, for the purpose of determination of the question with which we are confronted, the Mysore Land Revenue Rules were in force and it would be necessary to examine the meaning 

and effect of the relevant provision of law. The relevant provision is to be found in Rule 43-A(3) of the Mysore Land Revenue Rules which reads as follows: "Every grant of land under Sub-rule (1) shall be subject to 

the conditions:- (i) where the grant is made free of cost, that the land granted shall not be alienated for a period of fifteen years from the date of the grant; or (ii) where the grant is made for an upset price, that the 

land granted shall not be alienated for a period of ten years from the date of the grant;  .Once the land is granted as per rules it cannot be withdrawn on whims and fancies of vested interests. Special Deputy 

Commissioner Bangalore urban district cares two hoots to the land grant rules. Do not kill the reputation of international fame doctors .Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ became absolute owner of 

the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06 as per the DC grant order in 1991 clause (iv ) .The DC cancelling the land after 24 years of allotment (allotment was made in 1991) for change of land use by grantee 

by letter number LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 is illegal unethical and violation of Human rights in respect of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’. The DC should review his own order as he 

has committed blunder and apparent error and mistake and revoke it immediately before DC gets flak from HKHC .The Government DC AC THASILDAR AND KPCL have no rights under grant rules to cancel 

the allotments after 15 years of allotment to any grantee for change in land use and change of use .Change in land use is governed by BDA in planning area and DC is divested of its power as per several court 

orders..Government of Karnataka granted Five acres in survey number 154/11 was allotted to Dr Nisar Syed "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ at Rs two lakh per acre in 1991 as per Government 

order and then followed up by DC order in 1991 itself and it has constructed huge hospital and running it since several years. My opinion is that there is no violation of the condition imposed against alienation for a 

period of ten years or fifteen years. Computing the period from the date of the grant, it has to be held that in all these cases, alleged alienation has taken place after the expiry of the period of ten or fifteen years of 

grant . Wherefore question of violation of land grant rules in case of Imperial Cancer Hospital Research Centre Limited or Apollo Hospital does not arise and DC order LND(S) CR/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 is 

illegal and capricious and need to be revoked forth with. 

The DC cancelling the land after 24 years of allotment (allotment was made in 1991) for change of land use and reported alienation by grantee by letter number LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 based on 

report of "GoKVBalaTaskForceReport" FROM POINT 24 TO 30 in chapter 3 pages 15 to 18 is illegal unethical and violation of Human rights in respect of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’. The 

DC should review his own order as he has committed blunder and apparent error and revoke it immediately before DC gets flak from HKHC .The Government DC AC THASILDAR AND KPLC have no rights 

under grant rules to cancel the allotments after 15 years of allotment to any grantee for change in land use and change of use .Change in land is governed by BDA in planning area and DC is divested of its power as 

per several court orders. Reputedly Initial delay in construction was caused due to multiple court proceedings and it does not violate grant rules. Government of Karnataka granted Five acres in survey number 

154/11 was allotted to Dr Nisar Syed of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ at Rs two lakh per acre in 1991 as per Government order and then followed up by DC order in 1991 itself. As per land grant 

rules and the conditions enumerated in GO and DC order "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ became absolute owner of the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06 .The clause (iv ) of the DC 

allotment letter clearly specifies  “  that the land so granted shall not be alienated or disposed or divert the land use for any other purpose for a period of 15 (fifteen) years  as per rules. Wherefore "Imperial Cancer 

Hospital and Research Centre’’ became absolute owner of the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06.It has liberty too change the name or change the land use or change the ownership also and bring in”  

Appollo “ as partner with subscription agreement for share holding is not violation of grant conditions. It was allotted for “Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre'' and other objectives listed including other 

related fields of medical sciences making the purpose of hospital as multispecialty hospital including cancer in Government order. And huge "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre'' with multi specialty 

hospital is functioning with huge investments from his doctors friends including Dr Pratahp Reddy “Apollo hospital” and it has taken all statutory approvals from state and central government to run the hospital 

.The “Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre'' has submitted letters and documents many time to The Government DC AC THASILDAR AND KPCL but they did not read the documents and without 

application of mind issued illegal orders.It is requested to revoke the order LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 and remove the board put before the hospital as it is insult to rule of law and nation and insult to 

sincere doctors who are working in "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre'' in partnership with “Apollo hospital”.I humbly request on behalf of citizens of Bangalore and India allow hospital to run 

peacefully as they absolute owners of the land building and are doing yeoman medical service to nation and are in medical tourisms business earning foreign exchange to the nation  also as India is gaining by their 

expertise and  Bangalore should be proud of its main hospitals and also getting the benefits of their services . 

The KPLC report is based on wrong premise presumption and assumption and report suppress facts of land grant rules  .This report is factually not correct and it is defamatory .The report makes fun of 

international famous doctor that without verifying facts from US government as they are Americans of Indian Origin .Doctor has not begged for land ,.the land was allotted on a price and cost of land was paid as it is 

paid to any other doctor who has come to establish hospital in India .If foreign investors are treated this way nobody will come to invest in India. The KPCL report presumed that “The land was granted to Syed on 

the condition that it would not be used for any other purpose, transferred or divided whereas the grants terms were in Clause iv of the grant permits after 15 years anybody can alienated or disposed or divert the 

land use for any other purpose for a period of 15 (fifteen) years  as per rules.. Why KPCL is worried about todays market value of the land is about Rs 44 cr a 440 fold increase as per the report as everybody in 

Bangalore is reaping the benefits of land prices.. Dealay in construction was due to muyltiple disputes in courts and not for any other reasons. The building was built by "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research 

Centre'' and not by Apollo as claimed by KPCL. An agreement was signed between Apollo Hospital Enterprises and Imperial Hospital in December, 2005 to run a hospital. CEO at Apollo Hospital, Bannerghatta 

road, says that Apollo Hospital is a unit of Imperial Hospital. The CEO reportedly also said that the cancer hospital functioning and  Apollo Hospital is managing it and that it specializes only in cancer treatment. 

Reportedly CEO  says, "Dr Syed is a promoter and Director of Imperial Cancer Hospital & Research Centre Pvt Ltd. Apollo Hospitals has invested in the equity share capital of Imperial Cancer Hospital. Imperial 

Hospital used this association to offer treatment in other specialties." 

  

V Balasubramanian, author of the report, committed blunders and wrote defamatory report without verifying about Dr Nisar Syed for this he may face defamation case for distorting facts and presenting a wrong 

picture though it was not a land grab .The company ‘Imperial Hospital and Research Centre Private Ltd' was incorporated in 1990. An audit done for this company by Vinay and Keshava Auditors, Malleswaram, 

for the year 2005-06 mentions the company as located in the Bannerghatta road plot and says that the company is yet to start its commercial operations it does not mean that hospital was not ready . Nothing wrong 

in Dr Syed applying  for grant of another 2 acre 32 gunta of land adjoining  Hospital, in 2007 as it is  fastest growing hospital in India and managed by best brains in India .The Apollo Hospitals Group is the pioneer 

of integrated healthcare delivery in India. With over 8500 beds across 50 hospitals within and outside India, the Apollo Hospitals Group is one of the largest healthcare groups in Asia and has some of the best 

hospitals in India. The legacy of touching lives stems from the four pillars of our philosophy - experience, excellence, expertise and research. We pride ourselves for constantly being on the cutting edge, and going the 
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extra mile to stay relevant and revolutionary.At Apollo Hospitals India, we unite exceptional clinical success rates and superior technology with centuries-old traditions of Eastern care and warmth, as we truly 

believe the world is our extended family-something our 20 million patients across the globe can warmly affirm. This has made Apollo Hospitals as one of the most desired medical tourism destinations in India.Apollo 

Hospital Bangalore is a tertiary care flagship unit of the Apollo Hospitals Group. It made a mark in the city of Bangalore in 2007 and is committed to provide quality healthcare and facilities within the reach of every 

individual.It is a perfect blend of technological excellence, adequate infrastructure,  compassionate care and is equipped with state-of-the art technology. It comprises of an excellent team of more than 100 

consultants, who are experts in major medical specialties having a rich clinical background of either having studied or worked in reputed institutes of the world. 

 

Apollo Hospital Bangalore:Is dedicated to provide the best standard of patient care and hence, is JCI (Joint Commission International) accredited. The Joint Commission is the gold standard accreditation for health 

care organizations.Subsequent to the accreditation by JCI, USA the laboratory services have also been accredited by NABL. NABL (National Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories) provides 

laboratory accreditation services to laboratories that perform tests / calibrations in accordance with criteria based on internationally accepted standards and guidelines. In a nut shell, Apollo Hospitals, Bangalore is 

‘World class healthcare under one roof & a global healthcare destination’.Very often in tracing of title, especially relating to agricultural land, we find that the land in question is a granted land. In this article an 

attempt is made to explain the meaning of the term and the conditions and restrictions attached to it. Generally, in Karnataka, land has been granted by the government to agriculturists under various enactments 

from time to time. The enactment prevailing as on date is the Karnataka Land Grant Rules, 1969.Under the rules, land may be granted by the government for agricultural purposes to any person who has attained 

the age of majority, with a gross annual income not exceeding Rs.8000 and who is a bona fide agriculturist cultivating the land personally or has a bona fide intention of taking up cultivation. Persons who own more 

than four hectares of garden or wetland or more than eight hectares of dry or rain-fed wetland are ineligible.These rules provide that at least 50 per cent of land shall be granted to persons belonging to Scheduled 

Castes or Scheduled Tribes, 10 per cent for ex-servicemen and soldiers, five for backward tribes, 10 per cent for political sufferers and 25 per cent for others. Under the category of “others,” priority shall be given 

first to landless persons residing in the village in which the land is situated, then to persons holding an insufficient extent of land in the same village followed by landless persons residing in other villages in the same 

or adjacent taluk and thereafter to others.Permission needed: The grantee shall not alienate the land for a period of 15 years from the date of grant. However, the rules also provide that the grantee may alienate land 

after a period of five years subject to obtaining permission from the Deputy Commissioner and on such conditions as may be specified by the Deputy Commissioner. The other conditions which are imposed 

include:The land shall be brought under cultivation by the grantee within three years from the date of taking possession The grantee shall cultivate the land personally.In case of land granted to SC/ST, even after the 

expiry of 15 years from the date of grant, permission should be obtained from the State Government before such land is transferred by the grantee under the provisions of Section 4 of the Karnataka Scheduled Caste 

and Scheduled Tribe (Prohibition of Transfer of Certain Lands) Act, 1978.Government granted land to farmers in 1979 and issued saguvali chit still entries continued in RTC legally . The relevant provision is to be 

found in Rule 43-A(3) of the Mysore Land Revenue Rules which reads as follows: " "Every grant of land under Sub-rule (1) shall be subject to the conditions:- (i) where the grant is made free of cost, that the land 

granted shall not be alienated for a period of fifteen years from the date of the grant; or (ii) where the grant is made for an upset price, that the land granted shall not be alienated for a period of ten years from the 

date of the grant; that all these grantees were invested with possession anterior to the grand of lands made on 11-2-1960 . The Thasildars need to  effect the mutation entry in favour of the saguvali chit holder which 

is issued after land grant as per Mysore Land Revenue Rules and it is pertinent to note that grant is made to the persons . 

Revenue Minister Srinivas Prasad has said that the State government had set March 2016 as the deadline for correcting discrepancies which have crept in the 1.61 crore records of Rights, Tenancy and Crops (RTC) 

in the State. Computerization of the RTCs had not solved the problem and mistakes may have crept in during data entry.  “As per the information available with the State government, there are defects in more than 

50 per cent of the records,” Mr. Prasad said. Instructions have been issued to set right these defects during Revenue Adalats  held in the districts and to reach out to individual houses of farmers.The revenue 

department did Bhoomi project but still many anomalies are left in computerized RTC . I do not find any ambiguity in the wordings of this Rule. The plain meaning apparent from the Rule is that where the grant is 

free of cost, the land shall not be alienated for a period of fifteen years commencing from the date of the grant; but if it is a grant at an upset price, then it shall not be alienated for a period of ten years commencing 

from the date of the grant. The Rule is not obviously capable of the meaning that the date of commencement of the prohibition is on the date of taking possession of the land by the grantee. This is obviously so 

because the expression 'possession' or taking possession has not been employed in this Rule at all. The Rule has to be read in the form in which it exists and nothing extraneous could be imported into it nor anything 

taken away from the Rule. For the first time the word 'possession' is used in the Land Grant Rules only in 1969 Amendment Rules. I, therefore, cannot accept the contention that the prohibition commences with 

effect from the date of the possession or from the date of issue of the Saguvali Chit and not from the date of the grant of land.( http://indiankanoon.org/doc/445548/).The grant of the land is subject to the conditions 

detailed in the Saguvali Chit. Whereas the grants were made under the Mysore Land Revenue Rules which came into force on 6-7-1955, the Saguvali Chits were issued in respect of the grant made relating to the 

lands under the Mysore Land Revenue (Amendment) Rules, 1960 In so far as the Saguvaii Chits issued under the 1960 Rules are concerned, there was a prohibition on alienation for a period of 15 years irrespective 

of the question whether the grant was made at an upset price or free of cost. But the 1960 Rules carne into force with effect from 3-5-1960. The plain meaning apparent from the Rule is that where the grant is free of 

cost, the land shall not be alienated for a period of fifteen years commencing from the date of the grant; but if it is a grant at an upset price, then it shall not be alienated for a period of ten years commencing from the 

date of the grant. The Rule is not obviously capable of the meaning that the date of commencement of the prohibition is on the date of taking possession of the land by the grantee. This is obviously so because the 

expression 'possession' or taking possession has not been employed in this Rule at all. The Rule has to be read in the form in which it exists and nothing extraneous could be imported into it nor anything taken away 

from the Rule. For the first time the word 'possession' is used in the Land Grant Rules only in 1969 Amendment Rules. Another important aspect which requires to  

Darkahst lands: (8) (a) Every grant of land under sub-rule (1) shall be subject to the condition(i) Where the grant is made free of cost, that the land granted shall not be alienated for a period of fifteen years from the 

date of the grant; or(ii) Where the grant is made for an upset price or for reduced upset price, the land granted shall not be alienated for a period of ten years from the date of the grant:Provided that nothing in this 

sub-rule shall apply to(i) the alienation of any land in favour of the Govern¬ment or a co-operative society as security for loans obtained for improvement of the land or for buying cattle or agricultural implements 

for the culti¬vation of the land ; or(ii) the leasing of any land by a person who is a widow, a minor or who is subject to physical or mental disability.(b) If the provisions of clause (a) are contravened the land granted 

may be summarily resumed by the Government and such land shall vest in the Government free from all encumbrances and neither the grantee nor the alienee, if any, shall be entitled to any compensation.Bhoomi 

(meaning land) is the project of on-line delivery and management of land records in Karnataka. It provides transparency in land records management with better citizen services and takes discretion away from civil 

servants at operating levels.The Revenue Department in Karnataka, with the technical assistance from National Informatics Centre (NIC), Bangalore, has built and operationalised the BHOOMI system throughout 

the state. The BHOOMI has computerized 20 million records of land ownership of 6.7 million farmers in the state. BHOOMI has reduced the discretion of public officials by introducing provisions for recording a 

mutation request online. Farmers can now access the database and are empowered to follow up. In the BHOOMI project, a printed copy of the RTC can be obtained online by providing the name of the owner or plot 

number at computerized land record kiosks in 177 taluk offices, for a fee of Rs.15. A second computer screen faces the clients to enable them to see the transaction being performed. A farmer can check the status of a 

mutation application on Touch Screen Kiosks. If the revenue inspector does not complete the mutation within 45 days, a farmer can now approach a senior officer person with their grievance. Now, mutation requests 

are being handled strictly on a first-come-first-served basis eliminating preferential treatment and discretionary powers of the civil servants. Operators of the computerized system are made accountable for their 

decisions and actions by using a bio-login system that authenticates every Login through a thumbprint. A log is maintained of all transactions in a session. The new system has brought about a sea change in the way 

land records are maintained and administered in the state. The system has not only simplified the process of record keeping but has also provided many collateral benefits. This governance model has proven to be 

financially self-sustainable. It has become a trendsetter for e-Governance projects in the state as well as other parts of the country. In the next phase of BHOOMI, the ‘LAND RECORDS ON WEB’ has be established 

wherein, all the taluk databases are getting uploaded to a web-enabled central database so as to allow the private agencies to set up the village – level kiosk to download the land records documents at the village and 

issue to the farmers. In this Private Public Participation (PPP) model, all the stakeholders will be benefited in land records delivery. 

Conclusion: The Bangaloruru Urban DC letter No LND (S) CR/201/07-08 dated 14-01-2016 DC expresses its inability to revoke its order as it says that its order was based on Government order No 443 LGB 2011 

dated 16-03-2015.So now we request Principal Secretary Revenue Department Government of Karnataka to revoke Government order No 443 LGB 2011 dated 16-03-2015 as Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research 

Centre’’ became absolute owner of the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06 as per the DC grant order in 1991 clause (iv ) of grant order.  The clause (iv ) of the DC allotment letter clearly specifies  “  that 

the land so granted shall not be alienated or disposed or divert the land use for any other purpose for a period of 15 (fifteen) years  as per rules. Wherefore "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’ became 

absolute owner of the property after 15 years of allotment in 2005-06.It has liberty too change the name or change the land use or change the ownership also and bring in”  Appollo “ as partner  with subscription 

agreement for share holding is not violation of grant conditions. The DC and Principal Secretary Revenue Department cancelling the land after 24 years of allotment (allotment was made in 1991) for change of land 

use and reported alienation by grantee by letter number  LND(S) cr/201/2007/08 dated 25-03-2015 based on report of false and outrageous and defamatory report "GoKVBalaTaskForceReport" FROM POINT 24 

TO 30 in chapter 3 pages 15 to 18 is illegal unethical and violation of Human rights in respect of "Imperial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre’’.  

 

 

 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND 

Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension 

problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for 

months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, 

ministries, i.e., through our  Property Politics Daily News Portal and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on 

case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist and Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476 

E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

http://indiankanoon.org/doc/445548/

